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R Adler, Irving. Fire in Your Life; illus.
6-9 by Ruth Adler. Day, 1955. 128p.
$2.75
In much the same style as his Time in Your
Life and Tools in Your Life, the author traces
the history of man's use of fire from primitive
to modern times. Beginning with some of the
mythology that grew out of man's early attempts
to understand and explain fire, he traces man's
use and control of fire for protection and for
improved living; what fire has meant in the de-
velopment of civilization, and what its potential
future uses are. A disproportionate amount of
space has been given to the development of
the steel industry, only one of the many modern
uses of fire, but this is a minor weakness of an
otherwise excellent book.
R Allee, Veva Elwell. From Sugar Beets to
3-4 Beet Sugar; photographs by Robert
Fogata. Melmont, 1956. 24p. $1.50.
A brief, fairly simple discussion of how sugar
beets are grown, harvested, and processed to
make beet sugar. Each page of text has an ac-
companying full page photograph showing one
step in the process. At the end there is a simple
experiment that children could do at home. A
useful book for units on foods or industries.
R Annixter, Jane and Paul. The Runner;
7-9 drawings by Paul Laune. Holiday House,
1956. 220p. $2.75.
Clem Mayfield (Shadow), an orphan living with
his aunt and uncle on their Wyoming ranch, is
recovering from a bout with polio that left him
with a limp but still able to ride. Shadow likes
the ranch and his work of helping to train polo
ponies, but feels ill at ease with his uncle and
does not always know how to interpret his actions.
Then comes the day when the boy rescues and
brings to the ranch a wild stallion colt, and in
the process not only gains a valuable horse but
also comes to a real appreciation of his uncle,
who had been more understanding of the boy
than Shadow had realized. The plot is not a new
one, but the authors' understanding of people
and especially the portrayal of the boy and his
uncle, give the book a quality above the average
horse story.
NR Archibald, Joseph. Fullback Fury. Macrae,
7-9 1955. 192p. $2.75.
Gil Farran had chosen to attend a small college
instead of Ohio State University, where his
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father had wanted him to go, and although he had
a successful four years scholastically and on
the football field, he could not help but wonder
whether he would have done equally well at the
larger school. In order to prove himself worthy
of inheriting his father's business, he decided
to try out for pro-football following graduation.
After one overwhelmingly successful season, he
resigned from pro-football and returned to his
father's business, convinced he would also suc-
ceed there. The author's point seems to be that
the only sure way to success in business is
through success as a member of one of the Big
Ten teams. A weak and unconvincing motivation,
an overly sentimental tone, and not enough about
the actual games to redeem the book simply as
a sports story.
SpC Aulnoy, Marie Catherine (Jumelle de
3-5 Berneville) comtesse d'. Columbine,
the White Cat; an adaptation by Patricia
Jones; pictures by Jan B. Balet. Rand
McNally, 1956. 31p. (A Concora Book)
$1.50.
A re-telling of a favorite French folk tale about
a cat who helps the young prince successfully
perform his tasks and is in turn rewarded by
being transformed back to her rightful shape as
a princess. Illustrated with colorful, highly
stylized pictures. A Slottie-toy in the back
presses out to make the figures of the prince
and princess. The toy nature of the book makes
it more suited to home than to general library
use.
NR Beim, Jerrold. The Boy on Lincoln's Lap;
2-3 illus. by Tracy Sugarman. Morrow,
1955. 46p. $2.
An exceedingly didactic, purposive story of
four young boys who live near a park containing
a statue of Abraham Lincoln. The boys are in
the habit of playing around and on the statue
without giving much thought to what it represents.
Just before Lincoln's Birthday they learn that
the mayor is coming to place a wreath on the
statue. Three of the boys undertake to clean it
up. The fourth boy spoils their work but is
forced to help them. In the end all four are
praised by the mayor for their work and the
uncooperative boy is reformed. There is little
story appeal; the lesson is made painfully ob-
vious, and the primer size type will further
lessen interest in the book. Written at a begin-
ning third grade reading level.
Ad Cassell, Sylvia. Nature Games and Activi-
3-6 ties; pictures by Peter Burchard.
Harper, 1956. 91p. $2.50.
Brief, miscellaneous information about various
aspects of nature: birds, trees, animals, plants,
fish, stars, insects, etc. Related activities, such
as nature hikes and collections, and games,
most of them variations on well-known parlor
games, are included for each group. There is
not enough on any one subject to satisfy the
child with a specialized interest, and the chief
value of the book will be as an activity book for
scout groups, day camps, or hobby groups.
NR Cooper, Page. Silver Spurs to Monterey;
7-9 illus. by Herman D. Giesen. World,
1956. 217p. $2.75.
California during the period immediately pre-
ceding its annexation by the United States forms
the background for a story of a boy' s great love
for a horse. Tom Larkin, first American born
in California, had confidence in his own ability
to control the buckskin, General, and to teach
the horse to restrain its fiery temper. No one
else, including Tom's father, had equal confidence
in the boy, and only the outbreak of hostilities
between the Mexicans and the Americans saved
the horse. Tom and General were with Fremont
during the march from Gavilan Peak to New
Helvetia. On the way the General was killed dur-
ing a skirmish with some Indians, but his death
saved the life of Fremont. The account is too
highly fictionalized to have much value for its
historical background and there is little other-
wise in the setting or characterizations to make
the book more than a very average horse story.
The author's frequent derogatory references to
Indian men as "bucks" further weaken the book.
Ad Corbett, Scott. Susie Sneakers; illus. by
6-8 Leonard Shortall. Crowell, 1956. 216p.
$2.75.
Susie Winthrop was not happy at the prospect of
spending her summer with her cousins on Cape
Cod. She had never been away from her home in
Omaha, Nebraska, and everything on the Cape
seemed new and potentially dangerous to her. It
did not help to have a friend of her cousins label
her "Susie Sneakers" because she was afraid to
go on the beach or in the water without any shoes
on. As the summer progressed, however, she
became absorbed in her cousin Blake's efforts
to obtain enough money to buy a boat and she lost
many of her fears. The money is obtained, al-
though in the unrealistic manner of finding a box
full of twenty-dollar gold pieces. Not only is this
improbable, but the action of the adults in allow-
ing the children to use the money without first
reporting its finding or making any attempt to
locate its owner is highly uncommendable. Other-
wise the story makes pleasant reading.
Ad Dana, Dorathea. Good Bye, Bunny Bangs.
3-5 Abelard-Schuman, 1956. 58p. $2.50.
Delia and Dean Davis, the twins of The Unruly
Robin, are once more involved with a baby ani-
mal. This time it is a baby rabbit that they find
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injured in the woods and take home. The rabbit
gets its name from the "Terrible Tempered
Mr. Bangs" because it kicks every time any-
one comes near. Its only friend is the Davis's
large green parrot who adopts the rabbit as a
pet. When Bunny Bangs has recovered from his
injury enough to live outdoors, he is given a
large cage in the back yard, next to an old tree.
One day the children decide to return him to
his wild life in the woods, but he comes back to
the cage that night. Then they discover that he
has been free all the time-there being a hole
under the roots of the tree through which he
can go in and out. There is somewhat more
humor and story interest to this book than to
the earlier one. In spite of the fact that the
jacket and title page have the look of a picture
book, this is really a story for independent
reading.
NR Dudley, Nancy. Linda's First Flight;
1-3 pictures by Sofia. Coward-McCann,
1956. 48p. $2.
Linda is once more off on her own-this time
traveling to New York City by air. As in the
earlier books she makes herself useful, this
time by helping a young boy hide a kitten he
has smuggled aboard the plane and by planning
a birthday party for him. The story is even
more sentimental and unrealistic than the
errlier books, and will have little value for
home or library use.
Ad Duvoisin, Roger Antoine. The House of
K-1 Four Seasons. Lothrop, 1956. 32p.
$2.50.
A family moves to a new house and has dif-
ficulty deciding on the color to paint it. Each
one wants a color to represent his favorite
season. Then the father shows them how, by
combining all of their colors, they can have
the perfect, four-season, color for their
house-white. A simple story designed to in-
troduce the young child to the nature and use
of primary colors.
Ad I dwards, Cecile Pepin. Champlain,
4-6 Father of New France; illus. by
Frederick Chapman. Abingdon,
1955. 128p. (Makers of America).
$1.50.
A simply written, rather uninspired biography
of Champlain from 1580 when he was twelve
to his return to Quebec as governor in 1633.
The events of his life are carefully recorded,
but the stilted writing, both of the conversa-
tions and the descriptions, bring little vitality
to his characterization. Although somewhat
more difficult reading, the Syme, Champlain
of the St. Lawrence (Morrow, 1952) gives a
more vivid picture of the man of the events of
his life.
NR Emery, Anne. Hickory Hill; A 4-H Romance.
7-9 Macrae, 19 5 5 . 206p. $ 2.75.
In this sequel to County Fair, the Ellison' s
have moved to their new farm home and are be-
ginning to discover that remodeling an old
house creates more problems than they had
anticipated. As in the first book, Jane once
more has troubles arising from her inability
to budget her time and she quarrels and makes
up with Chuck. In neither book does she show
much evidence of learning from past experi-
ences, and although she is a year older in this
book, she is no more mature than she was in the
earlier story. The story depends on the read-
er's knowledge of the first book for understand-
ing of characters and situations, but there is
little that is new here in plot or character
development.
R Fenton, Carroll Lane and Kitchen, Herminie
5-7 B. Plants That Feed Us; The Story of
Grains and Vegetables. Day, 1956. 9 6p.
$2.75.
An interesting account of the history of the
development and use of grains and vegetables
that are commonly accepted foods today. The
plants are presented by family groups. The
history of each large group is discussed, fol-
lowed by a detailed description of the individual
members of the group, how each was developed,
and its present uses. Black-and-white drawings
show the details of each plant and help to point
up relationships among plants of the same
family.
R Ferrier, Marion and Ben. God's River
7-9 Country. Prentice-Hall, 1956. 212p.
(A Lodestar Book) $2.95.
A true account of a 1,000 mile canoe trip from
Norway House on Lake Winnipeg to Hudson
Bay and back. The trip was made by twelve
people, six teen-age boys and six adults, and
was a combined vacation trip and scientific
expedition. The writing isnot exceptional, but
the author does give a feeling for the country
and the difficulties and satisfactions of such a
trek.
NR Friendlich, Dick. Left End Scott. West-
7-9 minster, 1955. 192p. $2.75.
G. Carlisle Scott had made a good reputation
as a football player in junior college, and he
looked forward to earning a place on the team
at Broadhurst University. He got off to a bad
start by antagonizing one of the team's star
players, and matters were not helped any by
the antics of his roommate, Ferdle Whitten, a
psychopathic case who sought attention by
telling fantastic stories to the police about
attempted bribes of the players. Everything
works out in the end, but the entire plot and
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characterizations are too shallow to have much are outlined. A useful book for the young reader
reality, who is beginning to be interested in the subject.
M Gartner, John F. Cager's Challenge; A
7-9 Rock Taylor Sports Story. Dodd, 1955.
2 12 p. $2.50.
Rock Taylor is once again going through agon-
ies of soul-searching as he tries to understand
the boys on his team, solve all of their problems,
and decide whether or not he is adequate as a
coach. Except that the team involved is now
playing basketball, the story follows much the
same pattern as the earlier Rock Taylor stories,
and as usual all of the players are straightened
out, an unsympathetic teacher is reformed, and
Rock is once more the omiscient coach. The
game descriptions are good; the problems of
the boys are solved too completely and too
quickly to have any reality.
Ad Goetz, Delia. Deserts; illus. by Louis
4-6 Darling. Morrow, 1956. 64p. $2.
The deserts of the world described in terms of
the climate, physical features, plants and ani-
mals that are found in each. The emphasis is
on hot, dry deserts, with detailed attention
given to the Mojave Desert in California, which
is used as a point for comparison with other
places. The attractive, detailed drawings add
to the appeal and value of the book. The lack
of an index detracts from the use of the book
as a source of information about deserts other
than the Mojave.
NR Graham, Janette Sargeant. Venture at Lake
7-9 Tahogan. Longmans, 1956. 174p.
$2.75.
Mediocre story of a family that takes on a run-
down lodge at Lake Tahogan, Washington, re-
pairs it, and, in spite of the machinations of a
neighbor who is out to ruin them, makes a suc-
cess of it in the first season. The characters
and incidents are stereotyped. Although the
setting is modern there is a detailed descrip-
tion of an Indian potlatch, an activity that was
outlawed by the government in 1883.
R Hamilton, Elizabeth. The First Book of
5-7 Caves; pictures by Bette J. Davis.
Watts, 1956. 63p. $1.95.
An introduction to caves by a writer who is her-
self an active spelunker and whose enthusiasm
for the subject shines through her writing. Dif-
ferent kinds of caves are described, with their
uses by man from prehistoric times to modern
and the types of animals and plants to be found
in each discussed. Some familiar caves are
described, and safety rules for cave exploration
SpC Hansen Harry. The Story of Illinois; illus.
5-7 by John N. Barron. Garden City
Books, 1956. 56p. $2.50.
An overview of the history of Illinois, with an
emphasis on those events preceding the Civil
War. Final chapters sum up the Chicago fire,
the Columbian Exposition and the Century of
Progress, the growth of schools, and something
of Illinois' contributions to modern life. The ac-
count is highly laudatory, and this plus the
brevity of the treatment, will limit its use to
Illinois schools.
NR Kirkpatrick, Leonard H. How Old Are You?;
3-5 illus. by Ruth Levin. Abelard-Schuman,
yrs. 1955. 42p. $2.50.
An attempt at concept building for the picture-
book age. Various animals are presented and the
means of more or less determining their ages
are explained. The humor is quite forced ("Proba-
bly you are not a rabbit because rabbits don't
read books . .. "); many concepts are introduced
without being fully explained, and the combination
of realism and fantasy becomes confusing. It is
difficult to know just what the author is trying to
say, and if there is a point to the book it is too
slight to be worth the effort of hunting. The il-
lustrations are cartoonish.
R Lauber, Patricia. Battle Against the Sea;
6-10 How the Dutch Made Holland; maps\and drawings by Donald Pitcher.
Coward-McCann, 1956. 96p. (Challenge
Books). $1.95.
absorbing account of the efforts of the Dutch
to force back the sea in order to obtain land for
cities and farms, and to protect that land from
assaults by the sea. Following a brief history
of Holland's struggle for land from earliest
times, attention is centered on the disastrous
storm of January, 1953, when long lines of dikes
were broken and much of the land was inundated,
on the fight to regain that land from the sea, and
on plans now being made to prevent such occur-
rences in the future. The style is interesting and
the excellent photographs add to the appeal of the
book.
R Lawson, Marie (Abrams). Strange Is the Sea;
6-8 Legends, Lore, and Superstitions of the
Mysterious Waters. Viking, 1955. $3.
A collection of legends, superstitions, and true
tales relating to the sea, sea creatures, and men
who sailed the sea. The material makes fascinat-
ing reading and is well suited to reading aloud.
No sources are given.
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COCKEFAIR. Story of You. 75
COFFEE. Rabbit Foot for Luck. 21
COLBY. Earthmovers. 66
. F. B. I. 42
. First Boat. 110
SFirst Bow and Arrow. 91
. First Camping Trip. 75
.Park Ranger. 83
SPolice. 43
SSmoke Eaters. 35
STall Timber. 91
Cold Hazard. Armstrong. 106
COLE. Humorous Poetry for Children. 21
COLLIN. Young Hans Christian Andersen. 66
COLLING. Frogmorton. 110
Columbine, the White Cat. Aulnoy. 122
COLVER. Yankee Doodle Painter. 75
Come Back, Paul. Rukeyser. 86
Come for a Walk with Me. Chalmers. 20
Commodore Perry and the Opening of Japan.
Kuhn. 49
Complete Tales of Uncle Remus. Harris. 77
COOKE. Johnny On-the-Spot. 35
Valley of Rebellion. 110
COOLIDGE. Cromwell's Head. 83
COOMBS. Case of the Purple Mark. 110
. Sleuth at Short Stop. 58
COOPER. Silver Spurs to Monterey. 122
CORBETT. Susie Sneakers. 122
CORBIN. Golden Mare. 58
CORMACIL Animal Tales from Ireland. 59
COSTAIN. Mississippi Bubble. 43
Country Fair. Barker. 2
Country School. Beim. 107
COURLANDER. Ride with the Sun. 92
CRAIG. Marsha. 59
CRAMPTON. Golden Christmas Book. 59
CRISP. Java Wreckmen. 110
Crockett, David. Disney. 83, 92, 111; Grant.
76
Cromwell's Head. Coolidge. 83
CROWLEY. Tor and Azor. 92
CRUMP. Birdsong Boys. 5
Crusades. West. 56
CUMMING. Clan Texas. 59
CUTLER. Famous Pioneers. 75
Daddies. Frank. 45
Daffy Taffy. Brown. 58
Dagger, the Fish and Casey McKee. Clark.
74
DANA. Good Bye, Bunny Bangs. 122
Dancing in the Moon. Eichenberg. 67
Danger! Detectives Working. Winchell. 103
Daniel the Cocker Spaniel. Watts. 102
DARLING. Chickens and How To Raise Them.
43
___ . Seals and Walruses. 75
Darwin, Charles. Cheesman. 4
DAUGHERTY. Where the Condor Nests. 66
David, Warrior of God. Jones. 37
DAWSON. Dragon Run. 92
Deborah Todd. Wilson. 103>
Deer River Raft. Lansing. 9
DEFOE. Robinson Crusoe. 43
DE JONG. Little Cow and the Turtle. 67
DE LEEUW, A. L. Everygirls Adventure
Stories. 21
DE LEEUW, C. William Tyndale, Martyr for
the Bible. 5
DE REGNIERS. Little House of Your Own. 21
. Was It a Good Trade? 92
__ _ What Can You Do With a Shoe? 35
DERLETH. Father Marquette and the Great
Rivers. 110
. Land of Sky-Blue Waters. 22
Desert Storm. Forster. 6
Deserts. Goetz. 124
Diane's New Love. Headley. 8
DICK. Tornado Jones on Sentinel Mountain.
110
Dick, the Horse That Kept the Sabbath. Weller-
stein. 30
DIETZ. Pines for the King's Navy. 43
Diller, a Dollar. Morrison. 116
DILLON. House on the Shore. 111
Dinosaurs. Bloch. 3
DISNEY. Davy Crockett and Mike Fink. 92
. Davy Crockett, King of the Wild
Frontier. 83
SDavy Crockett's Keelboat Race. 111
. Donald Duck's Christmas Tree. 43
. Donald Duck's Toy Sailboat. 43
. Dumbo. 43
. Lady and the Tramp. 5
128
. Pinocchio. 44
. Vanishing Prairie. 22
Diving for Science. Poole. 118
DOANE. Poems of Praise. 59
DOBIE. Up the Trail from Texas. 111
DOBSON. Hero. 5
DODGE. American Southwest. 75
Dog Came to School. Lenski. 85
Dog Family. Hogner. 37
DogsledDanger. Lathrop. 115
Donald Duck's Christmas Tree. Disney. 43
Donald Duck's Toy Sailboat. Disney. 43
DORIAN. Trails West and Men Who Made
Them. 5
Double Play Rookie. Archibald. 106
Down Bayberry Lane. Girvan. 46
DOWNER. Flower. 6
Dragon Run. Dawson. 92
Dramatic Story of the Theatre. Samachson. 29
Dry River Farm. Levick. 27
DU BOIS. Lion. 111
DUDLEY. Linda Travels Alone. 6
. Linda's First Flight. 123
DU JARDIN. Showboat Summer. 75
DUKA. Martin and His Friend from Outer
Space. 6
Dumbo. Disney. 43
DU SOE. Only the Strong. 44
DUVOISIN. House of Four Seasons. 123
. One Thousand Christmas Beards. 59
. Two Lonely Ducks. 22
DYER. House of Peace. 92
EAGER. Knight's Castle. 111
. Playing Possum. 6
EARLE. Octopus. 6
.Paws, Hoofs, and Flippers. 22
Earp, Wyatt. Hall-Quest. 112
Earthmovers. Colby. 66
East of Astoria. Allen. 105
EBERLE. Evie and the Wonderful Kangaroo.
67
.Lone Star Fight. 22
ECUYER. Zippy's Birthday Party. 92
Eddie and His Big Deals. Haywood. 36
EDEL. Story of Our Ancestors. 22
EDWARDS, C. A. M. Son of the Mohawks. 44
EDWARDS, C. P. Champlain, Father of New
France. 123
EICHENBERG. Dancing in the Moon. 67
EIFERT. Buffalo Trace. 67
Elaine Stinson: Campus Reporter. Faber. 111
Electronics for Young People. Bendick. 18
Elephant's Child. Kipling. 61
Elevator to the Moon. Widney. 31
ELGIN. First Book of Mythology. 44
Ellie's Problem Dog. Woolley. 64
EMERY, A. Hickory Hill. 123
EMERY, R. G. Hyland of the Hawks. 111
.Rebound. 92
Emily San. Reynolds. 53
ENGLISH. Tailbone Patrol. 67
129
Enormous Egg. Butterworth. 91
EPSTEIN. First Book of Glass. 67
First Book of Hawaii. 22
___ . First Book of Mexico. 93
Eric Duffy, American. Anderson. 17
ESTES. Little Oven. 44
Ethelbert: The Tale of a Tiger. Hoyland. 95
EVANS, E. E. Planet Mappers. 83
EVANS, E. K. Adventure Book of Rocks. 75
. Adventure Book of Shells. 83
EVANS, H. Mountain Dog. 111
EVATT. Big Indian and Little Bear. 35
Everest. Morin. 85
EVERNDEN. Wilderness Boy. 76
EVERS. Three Kings of Saba. 83
Everygirls Adventure Stories. De Leeuw. 21
Evie and the Wonderful Kangaroo. Eberle. 67
EWING. Brownies and Other Stories. 44
Exactly Like Ben's. Gardner. 112
Explorers and Their Discoveries. Hayward.
113
Explorers' Digest. Clark. 5
Exploring the Moon. Gallant. 46
FABER. Elaine Stinson: Campus Reporter. 111.
Fables of India. Gaer. 23
Fabulous Firework Family. Flora. 23
Fairing Weather. Bragdon. 19
Fairy Tales. Grimm. 76
False Start. Keating. 96
Famous Ballet Dancers. McConnell. 27
Famous Inventors and Their Inventions. Pratt.
118
Famous Pioneers. Cutler. 75
Famous Scientific Expeditions. Holden. 8
FARJEON. Kings and Queens. 67
FARLEY. Island Stallion Races. 59
Farm Animals. Rand McNally Duroplast Books.
99
Farm Girl. Berquist. 66
Farther and Faster. McCullough and Kessler.
39
Father Marquette and the Great Rivers. Der-
leth. 110
FATIO. Happy Lion in Africa. 44
FAULKNER. Pirate Quest. 76
Favorite Tales of Long Ago. Baldwin. 1
F. B. I. Colby. 42
FEARON. Little Dog. 93
FELSEN. Boy Who Discovered the Earth. 45
FELTON. Fire-Fightin' Mose. 6
FENTON. Plants That Feed Us. 123
FERGUSON. Jill Enjoys Her Ponies. 93
FERRIER. God's River Country. 123
Fiddler's Fancy. Street. 120
Fighting Father Duffy. Bishop. 107
Fighting Yankee. Pike. 28
FINCHER. President of the United States. 112
Find the Constellations. Rey. 53
FINE. Peter Plants a Pocketful. 22
FINLAY. Young Traveler in Scotland. 45
Fire-Fightin' Mose. Felton. 6
Fire in Your Life. Adler. 121
First Boat. Colby. 110
First Book of Automobiles. Bendick. 74
First Book of Caves. Hamilton. 124
First Book of Dolls. Hoke. 47
First Book of Glass. Epstein. 67
First Book of Hawaii. Epstein. 22
First Book of India. Hahn. 84
First Book of Mexico. Epstein. 93
First Book of Mythology. .Elgin. 44
First Book of Roads. Bothwell. .58
First Book of Sea Shells. Cavanna. 91
First Bow and Arrow. Colby. 91
First Camping Trip. Colby. 75
First Mammals. Scheele. 79
First Men. Goldman. 94
First Steps in Ballet. Mara and Wyndham. 10
First the Lightning. Knight. 69
First To Be Called Christians. Smither. 80
FISHER. Off to the Gold Fields. 93
FITCH. Child Jesus. 112
Five Against the Odds. Frick. 59
Flag on the Levee. Wellman. 72
Flair for People. Wells. 14, 88
FLETCHER. Trumpet Book of Laughs. 112
Flicka, Ricka, Dicka Bake a Cake. Lindman.
97
FLOOD. Penalty Shot. 68
FLORA. Fabulous Firework Family. 23
Flower. Downer. 6
Flying Horseshoe Ranch. Sanders. 87
Flying the Atlantic. Reiss. 79
FOLSOM. Search in the Desert. 35
Forest Firemen. Brown. 19
FORSEE. Whirly Bird. 45
FORSTER. Desert Storm. 6
Fourth Floor Menagerie. Gig. 76
FOWLER. Wilderness Teacher. 106
FRANIOISE. Springtime for Jeanne-Marie.
7
FRANK, JANET. Daddies. 45
. Happy Days. 93
FRANK, JOSETTE. On Selecting Books for
Children. 104
FRANKLIN. Son of Monte. 112
FRAS(ONI. See and Say. 76
FRAZIER. Young Bill Fargo. 112
Freddy and the Baseball Team from Mars.
Brooks. 90
FREEMAN, I. M. All About the Wonders of
Chemistry. 7
FREEMAN, M. B. Fun with Your Camera. 7
Fremont, John Charles. Burt. 20
FRICK. Five Against the Odds. 59
FRIEDMAN, F. Janitor's Girl. 84
FRIEDMAN, R. Whistle for Tootles. 35
FRIENDLICH. Baron of the Bull Pen. 7
Left End Scott. 123
Friendly Force. Spettigue. 101
Friendly Forests. Moore. 51
130
Friends of Jesus. Jones. 38
Fripsey Fun. Chastain. 4
Frisky. Perera. 86
FRITZ. 121 Pudding Street. 93
Frogmorton. Coiling. 110
From Sugar Beets to Beet Sugar. Allee. 121
From Then to Now. Leventhal. 50
Fullback Fury. Archibald. 121
FULTON. Rookie Coach. 45
Fun with Your Camera. Freeman. 7
GAER. Fables of India. 23
GAG. Fourth Floor Menagerie. 76
GALLANT. Exploring the Moon. 46
GALT. Rise of the Thunderer. 46
GARD. Horse Named Joe. 93
GARDNER. Exactly Like Ben's. 112
. Somebody Called Booie. 60
GARELICK. What's Inside? 46
GARST. James Bowie and His Famous Knife.
35
___ . John Jewitt's Adventure. 8
GARTNER. Cager's Challenge. 12
GAUL. Pond Book. 7
GENDRON. Outlaw Voyage. 36
Genghis Khan and the Mongol Horde. Lamb. 50
Georgie to the Rescue. Bright. 108
GERSON. Like a Sister. 46
Getting To Know Puerto Rico. Tor. 120
Giant of the Rockies. Bialk. 2
Gifts from the Grove. Wall. 30
GILLEN. Tony's Good Luck. 60
GILLIGAN. Sea Dog. 46
GIPSON. Trail-Driving Rooster. 23
GIRVAN. Down Bayberry Lane. 46
GODDEN. Impunity Jane. 23
God's River Country. Ferrier. 123
GOETZ. Deserts. 124
Going into Space. Clarke. 21
Golden Christmas Book. Crampton. 59
Golden Goose. Grimm. 47
Golden Mare. Corbin. 58
Golden Name Day. Lindquist. 61
Golden Picture Book of Numbers. Osswald
and Reed. 52
Golden Picture Book of Poems. Govoni and
Smith. 94
Golden Picture Book of School Days. Jackson.
48
Golden Stallion's Victory. Montgomery. 116
GOLDIN. My Toys. 84
GOLDMAN. First Men. 94
Good Bye, Bunny Bangs. Dana. 122
Good Times at Home. Bauer. 17
Good Times at the Circus. Bauer. 2
GOODENOW. Angelo Goes to the Carnival. 7
GOODWIN. Science Book of Space Travel. 36
GOTTLIEB. Pony for Tony. 7
. Tiger's Adventure. 36
GOUDEY. Here Come the Deer I 23
GOVAN. Mystery at Shingle Rock. 76
GOVONI. Golden Picture Book of Poems. 94
GOWDY. Young Buffalo Bill. 94
GRAHAM. Venture at Lake Tahogan. 124
Grandmother Is Coming. Horwich and Wer-
renrath. 25
GRANT, B. Davy Crockett, American Hero. 76
.Six Gun. 60
GRANT, M. P. Biology and World Health. 36
Great Axe Bretwalda. Ketchum. 38
Green Door to the Sea. Berry. 2
Green Eyes. Nielsen. 70
GREENE, C. Holiday in a Trailer. 23
GREENE, G. Little Steamroller. 23
GRIDER. Back and Forth. 60
GRIMM. Fairy Tales. 76
. Golden Goose. 47
. Hansel and Gretel. 47
. Musicians of Bremen, 36
.Twelve Dancing Princesses. 47
GRINGHUIS. Young Voyageur. 24
GROPPER. Little Tailor. 7
Guadalcanal Diary. Tregaskis. 80
HADER. Home on the Range. 94
HAHN. First Book of India. 84
HAINES. Wright Brothers, First To Fly. 36
HALE. Mary Had a Little Lamb. 94
HALL. Paper Moon. 47
. Star Island Again. 68
HALL-QUEST. Wyatt Earp: Marshal of the
Old West. 112
HAMILTON. First Book of Caves. 124
HANSEN. Story of Illinois. 124
Happy Hollisters and the Merry-Go-Round
Mystery. West. 102
Hand Raised at Gettysburg. Johnson. 113
Hansel and Gretel. Grimm. 47
Happy Days. Frank. 93
Happy Hollisters at Circus Island. West. 120
Happy Lion in Africa. Fatio. 44
HARK. Junior Plays for All Occasions. 113
HARMER. True Book of the Circus. 24
Harold and the Purple Crayon. Johnson. 77
HARRIS, J. C. Complete Tales of Uncle
Remus. 77
HARRIS, L. D. Slim Green. 113
HARRISON. Tomorrow for Patricia. 8
Harvest of the Sea. Buehr. 58
HASTINGS. All Kinds of Days. 94
Hawaii, Gem of the Pacific. Lewis. 38
HAWKES. Tami's New House. 24
HAWTHORNE. Wish for Lutie. 60
HAYNES. True Book of Health. 24
HAYS. Pilgrim Thanksgiving. 60
. Story of Valentine. 94
HAYWARD. Explorers and Their Discoveries.
113
HAYWOOD. Eddie and His Big Deals. 36
HEADLEY. Diane' s New Love. 8
Hear Our Grace. Banigan. 33
HEINLEIN. Tunnel in the Sky. 60
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HELFMAN. Trudy the Motherly Hen. 24
Helicopters: How They Work. Lewellen. 69
HELMERICKS. Arctic Hunter. 24
Helpful Helicopters. Allison. 73
HENNE. School and the Public Library. 104
HENRY. Wagging Tails. 77
Here Come the Deer I Goudey. 23
Here Comes the Trolley Car. Chalmers. 82
Hero. Dobson. 5
Heroes of the White Shield. Sprague. 30
Hester and the Gnomes. Hunt. 37
Hickory Hill. Emery. 123
Hidden Village. Kono and Mulgrave. 49
High Danger. Verral. 80
HILL, M. Hostess in the Sky. 36
HILL, M. Y. Look for the Stars. 94
Hippolyte-Crab King. Anderson. 106
HIRSHBERG. Battery for Madison High. 47
His Indian Brother. Wilson. 64
HOFF, C. Wilderness Pioneer. 68
HOFF, S. Patty's Pet. 84
HOFFMANN. Trouble at Sweet Springs Ranch.
37
HOFSINDE. Indian Sign Language. 113
. Indian's Secret World. 95
HOGAN. Koala Bear Twins. 68
HOGBEN. Wonderful World of Mathematics.
68
HOGG. Young Traveler in Norway. 24
HOGNER, D. C. Dog Family. 37
. Spiders. 37
HOGNER, N. Jean's Whale. 8
HOKE. First Book of Dolls. 47
. Jokes, Jokes, Jokes. 47
Hold Fast to Your Dreams. Blanton. 3
HOLDEN. Famous Scientific Expeditions. 8
Holiday in a Trailer. Greene. 23
HOLLAND. Pirates, Planters, and Patriots.
25
HOLT. Stormy. 25
Home on the Range. Hader. 94
Horse Named Joe. Gard. 93
Horse of the Deep Snows. Loomis. 39
Horse Stories. Coatsworth and Barnes. 42
Horseman of the Long Gone River. Jones. 113
Horses Round the World. Slaughter. 30
Horton Hears a Whol Seuss. 54
HORWICH. Grandmother Is Coming. 25
. Jingle Bell Jack. 61
. Looking out the Window. 48
. Miss Frances' All Day-Long Book.
48
. Our Baby. 84
. Robin Family. 48
Hostess in the Sky. Hill. 36
House at the City Wall. Schieker. 100
House Beyond the Meadow. Behn. 41
House of Four Seasons. Duvoisin. 123
House of Peace. Dyer. 92
House of the Pelican. Kyle. 114
House on the Shore. Dillon. 111
HOUSTON. Jump-Shy. 95
How Fast? Saxon. 54
How Old Are You? Kirkpatrick. 124
How the Animals Eat. Selsam. 12
How To Play Baseball. Bonner. 19
HOWARD. Short Plays for All-Boy Casts. 37
Howdy Doody and Mr. Bluster. Kean. 49
HOYLAND. Ethelbert: The Tale of a Tiger. 95
HULL. Turquoise Horse. 8
Humorous Poetry for Children. Cole. 21
HUNT. Hester and the Gnomes. 37
Hunter' sHill. Wallace. 13
HURD. Cat from Telegraph Hill. 61
. Mr. Charlie's Gas Station. 95
Hurricanes and Twisters. Irving. 84
HUTTON. Picture History of Great Discover-
ies. 61
HYDE. Atoms Today & Tomorrow. 25
. Where Speed Is King. 77
Hyland of the Hawks. Emery. 111
I Like Red. Bright. 4
I Play at the Beach. Koch. 77
Ice to India. Robertson. 53
I'll Know My Love. Bentel. 2
Imagination's Other Place. Plotz. 70
Impunity Jane. Godden. 23
In Ponds and Streams. Buck. 91
Indian Sign Language. Hofsinde. 113
Indian's Secret World. Hofsinde. 95
INGLE. Seashores. 64
Innocent Wayfaring. Chute. 4
Insects in Their World. Swain. 102
Introducing Animals-with-Backbones. Bullough.
58
Iran. Taylor. 13
IRVING. Hurricanes and Twisters. 84
Is This You? Krauss. 9
Island in the Bay. Simpson. 101
Island Secret. Lawrence. 26
Island Stallion Races. Farley. 59
IVENS. Stories from Seventeen. 8
IVES. Sailing on a Very Fine Day. 37
J. Fred Muggs. Shapiro. 63
JABLOW. Rainbow in the Morning. 103
JACKSON, C. E. C. Story of San Francisco. 113
JACKSON, C. P. Shorty at the State Tourna-
ment. 61
Star Kicker. 95
JACKSON, D. V. S. Rising Star. 77
JACKSON, K. Golden Picture Book of School
Days. 48
JANE. Mystery in Old Quebec. 48
JANES. Wilderness Warden. 37
Janie. Ladd. 38
Janitor's Girl. Friedman. 84
Jason and Timmy. Scott. 100
Java Jive. Lyons. 39
Java Wreckmen. Crisp. 110
Jean's Whale. Hogner. 8
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JEMNE. Martin's Friends. 95
Jill Enjoys Her Ponies. Ferguson. 93
Jingle Bell Jack. Horwich. 61
JOHN. Seloe, the Story of a Fur Seal. 25
John Jewitt's Adventure. Garst. 68
John the Baptist, Prophet of Christ. Brown.
108
Johnny On-the-Spot. Cooke. 35
JOHNSON, C. Harold and the Purple Crayon.
77
JOHNSON, G. T. Hand Raised at Gettysburg.
113
JOHNSON, M. S. Larry of Snowy Ridge. 95
. Stowaway Cat. 48
JOHNSON, S. J. Cat Hotel. 48
JOHNSTON, JOHANNA. Sugarplum. 96
JOHNSTON, JOSIE. Rosemary Wins Her Cap.
69
Jokes, Jokes, Jokes. Hoke. 47
JONES, G. Welsh Legends and Folk-Tales. 8
JONES, J. N. David, Warrior of God. 37
JONES, L. Horseman of the Long Gone River.
113
JONES, M. A. Bible Stories. 48
. Friends of Jesus. 38
. Prayers and Graces for a Small Child.
77
JORGENSEN. Smoke Jumpers. 38
Joseph, Slave and Prince. Long. 85
JUDSON. Mighty Soo. 25
Julio. Tyman. 120
Jump-Shy. Houston. 95
Jungle John. Budden. 42
Junior Intern. Nourse. 117
Junior Plays for All Occasions. Hark and
McQueen. 113
Junior Sheriff Mystery. Adrian. 57
Junior the Spoiled Cat. Kraus. 26
Junket. White. 31
JUPO. Wishing Shoe. 25
JUSTUS. Surprise for Peter Pocket. 84
"Karen Presents .. .". Reynolds. 12
Kata: Son of Red Fang. Cecil. 20
KAUFMANN. Story of Mozart. 68
KAY. One Mitten Lewis. 114
. Snow Birthday. 69
KEAN. Howdy Doody and Mr. Bluster. 49
KEATING. False Start. 96
KELLY. Beaver Trail. 25
. Lincoln and Douglas. 26
KELSEY. Once the Mullah. 26
KENT. Brookline Trunk. 96
KESSLER. Farther and Faster. 39
KETCHUM. Great Axe Bretwalda. 38
KEY. So'm I. 49
Kickoff. MacKellar. 10
KILLILEA. Wren. 49
KING. Book of Flight. 38
King of the Diamond. Verral. 13
KINGMAN. Mikko's Fortune. 85
Kings and Queens. Farjeon. 67
KINSEY. This Cat Came to Stay! 9
KIPLING. Elephant's Child. 61
KIRKPATRICK. How Old Are You? 124
Kit Corelli: TV Stylist. Nash. 52
KITCHEN. Plants That Feed Us. 123
Kittens. Rand McNally Duroplast Books. 99
KJELGAARD. Lion Hound. 114
KLYCE. Tree-House Watch. 9
KNIGHT, F. Clippers to China. 96
. Mudlarks and Mysteries. 9
KNIGHT, M. Land of Lost Handkerchiefs. 49
KNIGHT, R. A. Y. First the Lightning. 69
Knight's Castle. Eager. 111
KNOX. Little Giant. 49
Koala Bear Twins. Hogan. 68
KOCH. I Play at the Beach. 77
KOLDA. Martin and His Friend from Outer
Space. 6
KONO. Hidden Village. 49
Korean Boy. Pak. 52
KRAUS. All the Mice Came. 49
SJunior the Spoiled Cat. 26
KRAUSS. Charlotte and the White Horse. 114
SIs This You? 9
KRAVETZ. Two for a Walk. 26
KRIPKE. Let's Talk About Right and Wrong. 77
KROLL. Summer Gold. 38
KUHN. Commodore Perry and the Opening of
Japan. 49
KYLE. House of the Pelican. 114
SCarolina House. 9
LACEY. Make Your Own Outdoor Sports
Equipment. 50
LA CROIX. Mysteries of the North Pole. 114
LADD. Janie. 38
Lady and the Tramp. Disney. 5
LAMB. Genghis Khan and the Mongol Horde. 50
LAMBERT. Our Language. 114
Land and People of South Africa. Paton. 11
Land and People of Spain. Loder. 97
Land of Lost Handkerchiefs. Knight. 49
Land of Sky-Blue Waters. Derleth. 22
LANE. Patrol to the Kimberleys. 78
.Westward the Eagle. 96
LANSING. Deer River Raft. 9
. Lulu Herself. 115
Lanterns Aloft. Andrews. 17
Larry of Snowy Ridge. Johnson. 95
LARSON. Young Traveler in Germany. 10
Last White Line. Bowen. 107
LATHAM. Carry On, Mr. Bowditch. 50
LATHROP. Dogsled Danger. 115
LATTIMORE. Molly in the Middle. 115
. Willow Tree Village. 69
LAUBER. Battle Against the Sea. 124
Laugh and Cry. Beim. 107
Laughing Kitten. Blyton. 3
Laughing Time. Smith. 63
Lavender's Blue. Mother Goose. 11
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LAWRENCE. Island Secret. 26
LAWSON, M. A. Strange Is the Sea, 124
LAWSON, R. Captain Kidd's Cat. 115
Lazy Day. Schlein. 119
LEAVER. Secret at Star Point. 78
LEAVITT. True Book of Tools for Building.
26
LEE. Manners to Grow on. 78
Lee, Robert E. Carter. 109
Left End Scott. Friendlich. 123
LEIGHTON. Who Rides By? 26
Lemon and a Star. Spykman. 63
LENSKI. Dog Came to School. 85
. San Francisco Boy. 78
Let's Cook without Cooking. Rudomin. 86
Let's Dance a Story. Mace. 10
Let's Take a Trip to a Skyscraper. Riedman.
118
Let's Talk About Right and Wrong. Kripke. 77
Let's Visit Formosa. Caldwell. 108
LEVENTHAL. From Then to Now. 50
LEVICK. Dry River Farm. 27
LEWELLEN. Helicopters: How They Work.
69
. Mighty Atom. 97
LEWIS. Hawaii, Gem of the Pacific. 38
. Story of California. 115
Life of Saint Patrick. Reynolds. 99
Like a Sister. Gerson. 46
Lincoln, Abraham. North. 98
Lincoln and Douglas. Kelly. 26
Linda Travels Alone. Dudley. 6
Linda's First Flight. Dudley. 123
LINDGREN. Bill Bergson Lives Dangerously.
38
LINDMAN. Flicka, Ricka, Dicka Bake a Cake.
97
. Snipp, Snapp, Snurr Learn To Swim.
38
LINDQUIST. Golden Name Day. 61
Lion. Du Bois. 111
Lion Hound. Kjelgaard. 114
Lions in the Barn. Voight. 63
Lions in the Woodshed. Baker. 73
LIPPINCOTT. Persimmon Jim, the Possum.
10
. Phantom Deer. 10
Listen, My Heart. Turngren. 102
Little Brass Band. Brown. 90
Little Chief of the Gaspe. Protheroe. 62
Little Cow and the Turtle. DeJong. 67
Little Dog. Fearon. 93
Little Dog Lost, Little Dog Found. Slobodkina.
101
Little Dog Sniff and the Twins. Smith. 71
Little Fir Tree. Brown. 19
Little Giant. Knox. 49
Little House of Your Own. de Regniers. 21
Little Indian. Brown. 20
Little Indian Pottery Maker. Clark. 82
Little Lord Fauntleroy. Burnett. 66
Little Lulu and Her Magic Tricks. Marge. 50
Little Miss Callie. Neff. 27
Little Oven. Estes. 44
Little Red Hen. Miller. 51
Little Red House. Skaar. 101
Little Red Nose. Schlein. 100
Little Steamroller. Greene. 23
Little Tailor. Gropper. 7
Little Tim and the Brave Sea Captain. Ardiz-
zone. 65
Little Women. Alcott. 57
LLOYD. New Golden Song Book. 61
LOCKRIDGE. Cat Who Rode Cows. 115
LODER. Land and People of Spain. 97
Lone Star Fight. Eberle. 22
Lonesome Boy. Bontemps. 3
LONG. Joseph, Slave and Prince. 85
Long Journey. Norman. 39
Long Way Around. Carlson. 34
LONGSTRETH. Penguins Are Penguins. 97
Look for the Stars. Hill. 94
Looking out the Window. Horwich and Werren-
rath. 48
Lookout for the Forest. Blough. 58
LOOMIS. Horse d the Deep Snows. 39
Loony Coon. Campbell. 20
Lost City of the Sun. Sinclair. 79
Lost Dream. Chafetz. 109
LOVELACE. Betsy's Wedding. 61
LOW. Out of My Window. 97
Lullaby for Eggs. Bridgman. 108
Lulu Herself. Lansing. 115
Lumberman's Dog. Rush. 12
LYON. Not for One Alone. 115
LYONS. Java Jive. 39
McCABE. T-Shirt Tourists. 85
McCLUNG. Vulcan. 39
McCONNELL. Famous Ballet Dancers. 27
McCRACKEN. Winning of the West. 78
McCULLOUGH. Farther and Faster. 39
MACDONALD. Rosemary Wins Her Cap. 69
MACE. Let's Dance a Story. 10
McGOVERN. Roy Rogers and the Mountain
Lion. 69
MACGREGOR. Theodore Turtle. 50
McILVAINE. Cintra's Challenge. 39
MACKAYE. Silver Disk. 39
MACKELLAR. Kickoff. 10
McNEER. War Chief of the Seminoles. 50
McQUEEN. Junior Plays for All Occasions. 113
Madison, Dolly. Mayer. 51
Magic Listening Cap. Uchida. 13
MAGOON. Ojibway Drums. 50
Make Your Own Outdoor Sports Equipment.
Lacey. 50
MALCOLMSON. Yipe. 10
MALVERN. Mamzelle. 69
.Saul's Daughter. 116
Mamzelle. Malvern. 69
Manners To Grow On. Lee. 78
MANTON. Story of Albert Schweitzer. 70
MARA. First Steps in Ballet. 10
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Mara of Old Babylon. Witheridge. 15
MARGE. Little Lulu and Her Magic Tricks.
50
Marged. Musgrave. 117
MARINO. Song of the Pine Tree Forest. 62
MARSH. Trillium Hill. 97
Marsha. Craig. 59
Martian Way and Other Stories. Asimov. 106
MARTIN, F. G. M. Pirate Island. 97
MARTIN, N. Young Farmers in Denmark. 51
Martin and His Friend from Outer Space. Duka
and Kolda. 6
MARTINI. True Book of Indians. 51
Martin's Friends. Jemne. 95
Mary Had a Little Lamb. Hale. 94
MASON. Animal Clothing. 97
MAUZEY. Texas Ranch Boy. 116
MAYER. Dolly Madison. 51
Meat from Ranch to Table. Buehr. 108
MEMLING. We Went to the Doctor. 116
Men and Melodies. Paris. 53
Men, Microscopes, and Living Things.
Shippen. 54
MERRILL. Travels of Marco. 116
. Tree House of Jimmy Domino. 97
MGM CARTOONS. Tom and Jerry's Merry
Christmas. 51
. Tom and Jerry's Party. 27
Michel of Switzerland. Buckley. 108
Mighty Atom. Lewellen. 97
Mighty Soo. Judson. 25
Mikko's Fortune. Kingman. 85
MILHOUS. With Bells On. 98
MILLER. Little Red Hen. 51
Millions and Millions and MillionsI Slobodkin.
119
MILLS. Three Together. 62
Minutemen of the Sea. Cluff. 35
Miracle in Motion. Shippen. 100
Miracle of the Song. Youngberg. 31
MIRSKY. Seven Grandmothers. 85
Miss Brimble's Happy Birthday. Quigg. 118
Miss Frances' All Day-Long Book. Horwich
and Werrenrath. 48
Mississippi Bubble. Costain. 43
Mr. Charlie's Gas Station. Hurd. 95
Mr. Magic. Otto. 86
Mistletoe and Sword. Seton. 100
Mrs. Duck's Lovely Day. Blake. 18
MOLLOY. Secret of the Old Salem Desk. 27
Molly in the Middle. Lattimore. 115
MONCURE. Pinny's Day at Play School. 27
Monkeys. Zim. 16
MONSARRAT. Boys' Book of the Sea. 70
MONTGOMERY. Golden Stallion's Victory.
116
MONYPENNY. Young Traveler in Australia.
51
MOODY. Kit Carson and the Wild Frontier. 85
MOORE, A. C. Friendly Forests. 51
MOORE, C. C. Night Before Christmas. 62
MOORE, V. R. Mystery of the Bells. 78
MORGAN, C. M. New Home for Pablo. 116
MORGAN, N. H. Prairie Star. 52
MORIN. Everest. 85
MORRILL. Wright Brothers, First to Fly.
36
MORRIS. Mystery at Stony Cove. 116
MORRISON. Diller, a Dollar. 116
MORRISS. Boy of Philadelphia. 70
MORROW. See through the Sea. 79
MOTHER GOOSE. Lavender's Blue. 11
. Three Little Kittens. 98
Mother Hen and Mary. Pilgrim. 53
Mountain Dog. Evans. 111
Mudhen Acts Naturally. Allen. 41
Mudlarks and Mysteries. Knight. 9
MULGRAVE. Hidden Village. 49
MUSGRAVE. Marged. 117
. Trailer Tribe. 11
Musicians of Bremen. Grimm. 36
My Compass Points to Treasure. Rieseberg.
29
My Toys. Goldin. 84
Myrtle Albertina's Secret. Pohlmann. 118
Mysteries of the North Pole. La Croix. 114
Mystery at Ding-Dong Gulch. Carter. 109
Mystery at Shingle Rock. Govan and West. 76
Mystery at Stony Cove. Morris. 116
Mystery in Old Quebec. Jane. 48
Mystery of the Bells. Moore. 78
Mystery of the Isle of Skye. Whitney. 14
Mystery of the Old Thorndyke. Waldschmidt.
72
NADIG. They Stood Alone. 98
NASH. Kit Corelli: TV Stylist. 52
Nature Games and Activities. Cassell. 122
Naughty George. Pilgrim. 53
NEFF. Little Miss Callie. 27
NEURATH. Speeding into Space. 27
. Wonder World of Long Ago. 78
NEVINS. Adventures of Duc of Indochina. 79
New Golden Song Book. Lloyd. 61
New Home for Pablo. Morgan. 116
New Tuba. Tripp. 71
NICOLAS. Chaga. 103
NIELSON. Green Eyes. 70
Night Before Christmas. Moore. 62
Noah's Ark. Palazzo. 86
NORMAN. Long Journey. 39
NORTH. Abe Lincoln. 98
NORTON, A. Space Police. 98
. Star Guard. 11
Yankee Privateer. 28
NORTON, M. Borrowers Afield. 85
Not for One Alone. Lyon. 115
Not Too Small After All. Clymer. 83
NOURSE. Junior Intern. 117
Now I Know. Schwartz. 62
OAKES. Roy Sato, New Neighbor. 28
135
O'BRIEN. Silver Chief's Revenge. 52
O'CONNELL. Blue Mare in the Olympic
Trials. 11
O'CONNOR. Watermelon Mystery. 70
Octopus. Earle. 6
Off to the Gold Fields. Fisher. 93
OGBURN. White Falcon. 98
Ojibway Drums. Magoon. 50
Old Bones. Pace. 70
Old Sam, Thoroughbred Trotter. Taylor. 80
OLIVER. Young Man with a Sword. 39
On Beyond Zebra. Seuss. 100
On Selecting Books for Children. Frank and
Plotz. 104
On Your Own Two Feet. White. 14
Once the Mullah. Kelsey. 26
100 Poems About People. Parker. 79
One Mitten Lewis. Kay. 114
One Step, Two ... Zolotow. 16
One Thousand Christmas Beards. Duvoisin.
59
121 Pudding Street. Fritz. 93
Only the Strong. Du Soe. 44
Oomi, the New Hunter. Schlein. 87
Operation ABC. Summers. 63
OSMOND. Animals of the World. 117
OSSWALD. Golden Picture Book of Numbers.
52
OTTO. Mr. Magic. 86
. Roly-Poly Snowman. 28
Our Baby. Horwich. 84
Our Language. Lambert. 114
Our Wonderful Eyes. Perry. 28
Out of My Window. Low. 97
Outcast. Sutcliff. 101
Outlaw Voyage. Gendron. 36
OZONE. All in One Day. 99
PACE. Old Bones. 70
PAK. Korean Boy. 52
PALAZZO. Noah's Ark. 86
Papa Dolphin's Table. Butters. 82
Paper Moon. Hall. 47
PARIS. Men and Melodies. 53
Park Ranger. Colby. 83
PARKER. 100 Poems About People. 79
Parsley. Bemelmans. 66
Passport to Romance. Cavanna. 20
PATON. Land and People of South Africa. 11
Patrol to the Kimberleys. Lane. 78
Patsy's Pet. Steiner. 101
Patty's Pet. Hoff. 84
PAULI. Three Is a Family. 117
Paws, Hoofs, and Flippers. Earle. 22
PEARE. Robert Louis Stevenson: His Life.
117
PELS. Care of Water Pets. 53
Penalty Shot. Flood. 68
Penguins Are Penguins. Longstreth. 97
Pepys' Boy. Varble. 71
PERERA. Frisky. 86
PERRY. Our Wonderful Eyes. 28
Persimmon Jim, the Possum. Lippincott. 10
Peter Plants a Pocketful. Fine. 22
PETRY. Harriet Tubman. 40
Phantom Deer. Lippincott. 10
Phantom Stallion. Savage. 119
PHILBROOK. Skimeister. 117
PHILIPS. About Oil. 117
Philomena. Seredy. 119
Picture History of Great Discoveries. Hutton.
61
Pierre of the Island. Stack. 40
PIKE. Fighting Yankee. 28
PILGRIM. Adventures of Walter. 53
. Mother Hen and Mary. 53
.Naughty George. 53
Pilgrim Thanksgiving. Hays. 60
Pines for the King's Navy. Dietz. 43
Pink Rose. Woodward and Roberts. 15
Pinny's Day at Play School. Moncure 27
Pinocchio. Disney. 44
Pipeline Down the Valley. Sargent. 118
Pirate Island. Martin. 97
Pirate Quest. Faulkner. 76
Pirates, Planters, and Patriots. Holland. 25
Plain Girl. Sorensen. 40
Planet Mappers. Evans. 83
Plants That Feed Us. Fenton and Kitchen. 123
Plants We Eat. Selsam. 62
Playing Possum. Eager. 6
Playtime Poodles. Wing. 15
PLOTZ. Imagination's Other Place. 70
.On Selecting Books for Children. 104
Plug-Horse Derby. Brock. 41
PODENDORF. True Book of Trees. 11
. True Book of Weeds and Wild Flowers.
12
Poems of Praise. Doane. 59
POHLMANN. Myrtle Albertina's Secret. 118
Police. Colby. 43
Pond Book. Gaul. 7
Ponies Next Door. Berrisford. 18
PONT. Sally on the Fence. 28
Pony for Tony. Gottlieb. 7
POOLE. Diving for Science. 118
. Science The Super Sleuth. 29
Poppy Seeds. Bulla. 42
POWERS. True Adventures on Westward
Trails. 62
POWER-WATERS. Story of Young Edwin Booth.
79
Prairie Star. Morgan. 52
PRATT. Civil War. 99
Famous Inventors and Their Inventions.
118
Pray Love, Remember. Stolz. 55
Prayers and Graces for a Small Child. Jones
and Smallwood. 77
President of the United States. Fincher. 112
136
Princess and the Woodcutter's Daughter.
Bromhall. 66
PRINGLE. When They Were Boys. 62
PROTHEROE. Little Chief of the Gasp6. 62
Prudence Crandall, Woman of Courage. Yates.
72
Pueblo Indians. Bleeker. 3
Puppy and Me. Ratzesberger. 40
Purple Palomino. Richard. 86
PYLE. Some Merry Adventures of Robin
Hood; of Great Renown in Nottinghamshire.
29
PYNE. Story of Religion. 29
Pysen. Unnderstad. 63
QUIGG. Miss Brimble's Happy Birthday. 118
Rabbit Foot for Luck. Coffee. 21
Race Between the Flags. Willis. 15
Rainbow in the Morning. Withers and Jablow.
103
Ranch of a Thousand Horns. Bothwell and
Sowers. 3
RAND McNALLY DUROPLAST BOOKS.
Farm Animals. 99
. Kittens. 99
RAPAPORT. Reindeer Rescue. 86
RATZESBERGER. Puppy and Me. 40
RAVIELLI. Wonders of the Human Body. 12
RAWLINGS. Secret River. 12
RAYMOND. Young Traveler in Italy. 99
Read to Yourself Storybook. Child Study As-
sociation of America. 42
Real Book About Snakes. Sherman. 87
Rebound. Emery. 92
Red Mule. Stuart. 88
Redwood Pioneer. Stirling. 55
REED. Golden Picture Book of Numbers. 52
REEDER. West Point Plebe. 71
. Whispering Wind. 99
Reindeer Rescue. Rapaport. 86
REISS. Flying the Atlantic. 79
Rembrandt. Ripley. 99
RENICK. Todd's Snow Patrol. 53
Revolt on Alpha C. Silverberg. 29
REY. Find the Constellations. 53
REYNOLDS, B. L. Emily San. 53
REYNOLDS, H. "Karen Presents .. .". 12
REYNOLDS, Q. J. Life of Saint Patrick. 99
RICHARD. Purple Palomino. 86
RICHARDS. Tirra Lirra. 62
RICHARDSON. Second Satellite. 118
Ride with the Sun. Courlander. 92
RIEDMAN. Let's Take a Trip to a Skyscraper.
118
. World Through Your Senses. 29
RIESBERG. My Compass Points to Treasure.
29
RIPLEY. Rembrandt. 99
Rise of the Thunderer. Galt. 46
Rising Arrow. Call. 20
Rising Star. Jackson. 77
River of Adventure. Blyton. 74
ROBERTS. Pink Rose. 15
ROBERTSON. Ice to India. 53
Robin Family. Horwich and Werrenrath. 48
ROBINSON. Skipper Riley. 40
Robinson Crusoe. Defoe. 43
Rolling Pin. Williams. 15
Roly-Poly Snowman. Otto. 28
Rookie Coach. Fulton. 45
Rosemary. Stolz. 88
Rosemary Wins Her Cap. Macdonald and
Johnston. 69
Rosie's Josie. Willis. 80
ROSS. Bairnsangs. 40
Roy Rogers and the Mountain Lion. McGovern.
69
Roy Sato, New Neighbor. Oakes. 28
RUDOMIN. Let's Cook without Cooking. 86
RUKEYSER. Come Back, Paul. 86
Runner. Annixter. 121
RUSH. Lumberman's Dog. 12
RUSSELL. Big Store, Funny Door. 71
RYDBERG. Silver Fleet. 29
Sailing on a Very Fine Day. Ives. 37
Sailor Rudd. Watkins. 14
Sally on the Fence. Pont. 28
SAMACHSON. Dramatic Story of the Theatre.
29
Sammy Seal of the Circus. Barr. 81
San Francisco Boy. Lenski. 78
SANDERS. Flying Horseshoe Ranch. 87
Sandy and the Seventeen Balloons. Thayer.
120
Santiago. Clark. 34
SARGENT. Pipeline Down the Valley. 118
Saul' s Daughter. Malvern. 116
SAVAGE. Phantom Stallion. 119
SAVERY. Welcome, Santza. 99
SAXON. How Fast? 54
SCHEELE. First Mammals. 79
SCHEIB. What Happened? 87
SCHIEKER. House at the City Wall. 100
SCHLEIN. Big Talk. 54
. Lazy Day. 119
. Little Red Nose. 100
. Oomi, the New Hunter. 87
SCHNEIDER. Wings in Your Future. 119
SCHOLZ. Base Burglar. 71
School and the Public Library. Henne and
Spain. 104
SCHWARTZ. Now I Know. 62
Science Book of Space Travel. Goodwin. 36
Science the Super Sleuth. Poole. 29
SCOTT. Jason and Timmy. 100
Scottish Folk-Tales and Legends. Wilson. 103
Sea Dog. Gilligan. 46
Seals and Walruses. Darling. 75
Search in the Desert. Folsom. 35
SEARS. Barn Swallow. 87
137
Seashores. Zim and Ingle. 64
Second Satellite. Richardson. 118
Secret at Star Point. Leaver. 78
Secret of the Old Salem Desk. Molloy. 27
Secret River. Rawlings. 12
See and Say. Frasconi. 76
See through the Sea. Selsam and Morrow.
79
Seloe, the Story of a Fur Seal. John. 25
SELSAM. How the Animals Eat. 12
. Plants We Eat. 62
. See Through the Sea. 79
SEREDY. Philomena. 119
SETON. Mistletoe and Sword. 100
SEUSS. Horton Hears a Who! 54
. On Beyond Zebra. 100
Seven and Sam. Urmston. 56
Seven Grandmothers. Mirsky. 85
Seven Kings of England. Trease. 30
SEYMOUR. Top o' Christmas Morning. 63
Shakespeare, William. White. 103
SHANE. Twins. 119
SHANNON. At Water's Edge. 87
SHAPIRO. J. Fred Muggs. 63
SHERBURNE. Almost April. 100
SHERMAN. Real Book About Snakes. 87
SHIPPEN. Men, Microscopes, and Living
Things. 54
. Miracle in MAtion. 100
Short Plays for All-Boat Casts. Howard. 37
Shorty at the State Tournament. Jackson.
61
Showboat Summer. duJardin. 75
Silver Chief's Revenge. O'Brien. 52
Silver Disk. MacKaye. 39
Silver Fleet. Rydberg. 29
Silver Nutmeg. Brown. 108
Silver Spurs to Monterey. Cooper. 122
SILVERBERG. Revolt on Alpha C. 29
SIMON. Beasts of Burden. 54
SIMPSON. Island in the B y. 101
SINCLAIR. Lost City of the Sun. 79
Six Gun. Grant. 60
SKAAR. Little Red House] 101
Skimeister. Philbrook. 117
Skipper Riley. Robinson. 40
SLAUGHTER. Horses Round the World. 30
Sleuth at Shortstop. Coombs. 58
Slim Green. Harris. 113
SLOBODKIN. Millions and Millions and Mil-
lions I 119
SLOBODKINA. Little Dog Lost, Little Dog
Found. 101
. Wonderful Feast. 54
SMALLWOOD. Prayers and Graces for a
Small Child. 77
SMITH, D. H. Golden Picture Book of Poems.
94
SMITH, G. F. Little Dog Sniff and the Twins.
71
SMITH, W. J. Laughing Time. 63
SMITHER. First To Be Called Christians. 80
Smoke Eaters. Colby. 35
Smoke Jumpers. Jorgensen. 38
Smokey the Bear. Werner. 72
SNEDEKER. Triumph for Flavius. 71
Snipp, Snapp, Snurr Learn To Swim. Lindman.
38
Snow Birthday. Kay. 69
SOLBERT. Tree House of Jimmy Domino. 97
So' mI. Key. 49
Some Merry Adventures of Robin Hood; of
Great Renown in Nottinghamshire. Pyle.
29
Somebody Called Booie. Gardner. 60
Son of Monte. Franklin. 112
Son of the Mohawks. Edwards. 44
Song of the Pine Tree Forest. Marino. 62
Songs for Sixpence. Blackstock. 74
SORENSEN. Plain Girl. 40
SOWERS. Ranch of a Thousand Horns. 3
Space Cat Visits Venus. Todd. 55
Space Police. Norton. 98
Spaceward Bound. Brown. 82
SPAIN. School and the Public Library. 104
Sparky the Fire Dog. Browning. 42
Speeding into Space. Neurath. 27
SPERRY. Captain Cook Explores the South
Seas. 119
SPETTIGUE. Friendly Force. 101
Spiders. Hogner. 37
SPIES. Sun Dance and the Great Spirit. 55
SPRAGUE. Heroes of the White Shield. 30
Springtime for Jeanne-Marie. Francoise. 7
SPYKMAN. Lemon and a Star. 63
Squire for King Arthur. Stone. 101
STACK. Pierre of the Island. 40
Stampede for Gold. Berton. 2
Star Guard. Norton. 11
Star Island Again. Hall. 68
Star Kicker. Jackson. 95
Steamboat's Coming. Turngren. 55
STEINER. Patsy's Pet. 101
STERLING, D. Brownie Scout Mystery. 87
.Story of Mosses, Ferns and Mush-
rooms. 13
STERLING, S. Blaze Battlers. 101
Stevenson, Robert Louis. Peare. 117
STEWARTS To California by Covered Wagon.
55
STIRLING. Redwood Pioneer. 55
STOLZ. Pray Love, Remember. 55
Rosemary. 88
STONE. Squire for King Arthur. 101
Stories from Seventeen. Ivens. 8
Stormy. Holt. 25
Story of Albert Schweitzer. Manton. 70
Story of California. Lewis. 115
Story of Gold. Brindze. 81
Story of Illinois. Hansen. 124
138
Story of Mosses, Ferns and Mushrooms.
Sterling. 13
Story of Mozart. Kaufmann. 68
Story of Our Ancestors. Edel. 22
Story of Religion. Pyne. 29
Story of San Francisco. Jackson. 113
Story of Valentine. Hays. 94
Story of You. Cockefair. 75
Story of Young Edwin Booth. Power-Waters.
79
STOUTENBURG. Stranger on the Bay. 120
Stowaway Cat. Johnson. 48
Strange Is the Sea. Lawson. 124
Strange Man and the Storks. White. 64
Stranger on the Bay. Stoutenburg. 120
STREET. Fiddler's Fancy. 120
STUART. Red Mule. 88
Subject and Title Index to Short Stories for
Children. American Library Association.
104
Sugarplum. Johnston. 96
Summer Gold. Kroll. 38
Summer Snowman. Zion. 104
SUMMERS. Operation ABC. 63
Sun Dance and the Great Spirit. Spies. 55
Surprise for Peter Pocket. Justus. 84
Susan Cornish. Caudill. 34
Susie Sneakers. Corbett. 122
SUTCLIFF. Outcast. 101
SUTTON. Venus Boy. 30
SWAIN. Insects in Their World. 102
SWIFT. Adventure in Store. 55
Switch on the Night. Bradbury. 108
Sword and the Spirit. Ansley. 1
Tailbone Patrol. English. 67
Talking Tree. Baker. 89
Tall Timber. Colby. 91
Tami's New House. Hawkes. 24
TAYLOR, A. Iran. 13
TAYLOR, D. A. Old Sam, Thoroughbred
Trotter. 80
Teen-Age Glamor. Broadbent. 34
Texas Ranch Boy. Mauzey. 116
Texas Yankee. Baker. 41
THAYER. Sandy and the Seventeen Balloons.
120
Theodore Turtle. MacGregor. 50
They Stood Alone. Nadig and Avison. 98
Thin Ice. Beim. 89
This Cat Came to Stay I Kinsey. 9
Three Is a Family. Pauli. 117
Three Kings of Saba. Evers. 83
Three Little Kittens. Mother Goose. 98
Three Loves Has Sandy. Walden. 56
Three Together. Mills. 62
Thumps. Beatty. 33
TIBBETS. Youth, Youth, Youth. 102
Tiger's Adventure. Gottlieb. 36
Tim and the Purple Whistle. Batchelor. 65
Tirra Lirra. Richards. 62
To California by Covered Wagon. Stewart. 55
TODD, M. F. ABC and 12 3. 30
TODD, R. Space Cat Visits Venus. 55
Todd's Snow Patrol. Renick. 53
Tom and Jerry's Merry Christmas. MGM
Cartoons. 51
Tom and Jerry's Party. MGM Cartoons. 27
Tomorrow for Patricia. Harrison. 8
Tony of the Ghost Towns. Bloch. 107
Tony's Good Luck. Gillen. 60
Tools in Your Life. Adler. 105
Top o' Christmas Morning. Seymour. 63
TOR. Getting To Know Puerto Rico. 120
Tor and Azor. Crowley. 92
Tornado Jones on Sentinel Mountain. Dick. 110
Trail-Driving Rooster. Gipson. 23
Trailer Tribe. Musgrave. 11
Trails West and Men Who Made Them. Dorian
and Wilson. 5
Travels of Marco. Merrill. 116
TREASE. Seven Kings of England. 30
Treasure. Buehr. 4
Treasures in the Depths. Uhl. 80
Treat in a Trout. Booz. 19
Tree House of Jimmy Domino. Merrill and
Solbert. 97
Tree-House Watch. Klyce. 9
TREGASKIS. Guadalcanal Diary. 80
Trillium Hill. Marsh. 97
TRIPP. New Tuba. 71
Triumph for Flavius. Snedeker. 71
Trouble at Sweet Springs Ranch. Hoffmann. 37
Trudy the Motherly Hen. Helfman. 24
True Adventures on Westward Trails. Powers.
62
True Book of Dinosaurs. Clark. 5
True Book of Health. Haynes. 24
True Book of Indians. Martini. 51
True Book of the Circus. Harmer. 24
True Book of Tools for Building. Leavitt. 26
True Book of Trees. Podendorf. 11
True Book of Weeds and Wild Flowers. Poden-
dorf. 12
True Story of Smokey the Bear. Watson. 80
Trumpet Book of Laughs. Fletcher. 112
Try Again Tommy. Boyle. 107
T-Shirt Tourists. McCabe. 85
Tubman, Harriet. Petry. 40
TUNIS, E. Wheels. 88
Tunnel in the Sky. Heinlein. 60
TURNER. Betty Starling, Private Secretary.
13
TURNGREN, A. Steamboat's Coming. 55
TURNGREN, E. Listen, My Heart. 102
Turquoise Horse. Hull. 8
Twelve Dancing Princesses. Grimm. 47
Twins. Shane. 119
Two-Bow Bill. Brown. 82
Two for a Walk. Kravetz. 26
139
Two Lonely Ducks. Duvolsin. 22
TYMAN. Julio. 120
Tyndale, William. De Leeuw. 5
UTCHIDA. Magic Listening Cap. I
UHL. Treasures in the Depths. I
Uncharted Voyage. Brown. 19
UNNERSTAD. Pysen. 63
Up the Trail from Texas. Dobie.
URMSTON. Seven and Sam. 56
13
80
111
Valentine Party. Bianco. 18
Valley of Rebellion. Cooke. 110
Vanishing Prairie. Disney. 22
VARBLE. Pepys' Boy. 71
Venture at Lake Tahogan. Graham. 124
Venus Boy. Sutton. 30
VERRAL. Champion of the Court. 56
. High Danger. 80
. King of the Diamond. 13
Vespucci, Amerigo. Baker. 106
VOEGELI. Wonderful Lamp. 13
VOIGHT. Lions in the Barn. 63
Vote for Dick. Beim. 81
Vulcan. McClung. 39
Wagging Tails. Henry. 77
WALDEN. Three Loves Has Sandy. 56
WALDMAN. Challenger. 102
WALDSCHMIDT. Mystery of the Old Thorn-
dyke. 72
WALL. Gifts from the Grove. 30
WALLACE. Hunter's Hill. 13
War Chief of the Seminoles. McNeer. 50
Was It a Good Trade? de Regniers. 92
Watermelon Mystery. O'Connor. 70
WATKINS. Sailor Rudd. 14
WATSON, J. W. True Story of Smokey the
Bear. 80
WATSON, N. D. When Is Tomorrow? 102
WATTS. Bedtime Stories. 56
. Daniel the Cocker Spaniel. 102
We Went to the Doctor. Memling. 116
WEILERSTEIN. Dick, the Horse That Kept
the Sabbath. 30
Welcome, Santza. Savery. 99
WELLMAN. Flag on the Levee. 72
WELLS. Flair for People. 14, 88
Welsh Legends and Folk-Tales. Jones. 8
WERNER. Smokey the Bear. 72
WERRENRATH. Grandmother Is Coming. 25
. Looking out the Window. 48
. Miss Frances' All Day-Long Book.
48
. Robin Family. 48
WEST, A. Crusades. 56
WEST, E. Mystery at Shingle Rock. 76
WEST, J. Happy Hollisters and the Merry-
Go-Round Mystery. 102
. Happy Hollisters at Circus Island.
120
West Point Plebe. Reeder. 71
Westward the Eagle. Lane. 96
Whale Hunters. Whittam. 15
What Can You Do with a Shoe? deRegniers. 35
What Happened? Scheib. 87
What's Inside? Garelick. 46
Wheels. Tunis. 88
WHELPTON. Window on Greece. 56
When Is Tomorrow? Watson. 102
When Men Are Free. Citizenship Education
Project. 21
When They Were Boys. Pringle. 62
When You Go to the Zoo. Blough and Campbell.
90
Where Speed Is King. Hyde. 77
Where the Condor Nests. Daugherty. 66
Whirly Bird. Forsee. 45
Whispering Wind. Reeder. 99
Whistle for Tootles. Friedman. 35
WHITE, A. H. Junket. 31
WHITE, A. T. All About Our Changing Rocks.
103
. Will Shakespeare and the Globe
Theater. 103
WHITE, B. F. On Your Own Two Feet. 14
. Strange Man and the Storks. 64
WHITE, D. Wild-Horse Trap. 14
White Falcon. Arnold. 73
White Falcon. Ogburn. 98
WHITNEY. Mystery of the Isle of Skye. 14
WHITTAM. Whale Hunters. 15
Who Fishes for Oil? Bate. 89
Who Rides By? Leighton. 26
WIBBERLEY. Wound of Peter Wayne. 31
Wicked Enchantment. Benary-Isbert. 18
WIDNEY. Elevator to the Moon. 31
WILCOX. Basketball Star. 88
Wild Horse Tamer. Balch. 17
Wild-Horse Trap. White. 14
Wild Like the Foxes. Anauta. 105
Wilderness Boy. Evernden. 76
Wilderness Pioneer. Hoff. 68
Wilderness Teacher. Ball and Fowler. 106
Wilderness Warden. Janes. 37
WILL. Chaga. 103
WILLIAMS, C. Rolling Pin. 15
WILLIAMS, G. Baby's First Book. 15
William's Shadow. Austin. 33
WILLIS, P. D. Race Between the Flags. 15
WILLIS, R. Rosie's Josie. 80
Willow Tree Village. Lattimore. 69
WILSON, B. K. Scottish Folk-Tales and
Legends. 103
WILSON, H. Deborah Todd. 103
WILSON, H. H. His Indian Brother. 64
WILSON, W. N. Trails West and Men Who
Made Them. 5
WINCHELL. Danger I Detectives Working. 103
Windmill Family. Brown. 42
Window on Greece. Whelpton. 56
WING. Playtime Poodles. 15
140
Wings Against the Wind. Carlson. 4
Wings in Your Future. Schneider and Ames.
119
Winner. Carse. 91
Winning of the West. McCracken. 78
Wish for Lutie. Hawthorne. 60
Wishing Shoe. Jupo. 25
With Bells On. Milhous. 98
WITHERIDGE. Mara of Old Babylon. 15
WITHERS. Rainbow in the Morning. 103
Wizard in the Well. Behn. 106
Wonder World of Long Ago. Neurath. 78
Wonderful Feast. Slobodkina. 54
Wonderful Lamp. Voegeli. 13
Wonderful World of Mathematics. Hogben. 68
Wonders of the Human Body. Ravielli. 12
WOODWARD. Pink Rose. 15
WOOLLEY. Ellie's Problem Dog. 64
World Through Your Senses. Riedman. 29
Wound of Peter Wayne. Wibberley. 31
Wren. Killlea. 49
Wright Brothers, First to Fly. Haines and
Morrill. 36
WYNDHAM. Camel Bird Ranch. 103
. First Steps in Ballet. 10
Yankee Doodle Painter. Colver. 75
Yankee Privateer. Norton. 28
YATES. Prudence Crandall, Woman of
Courage. 72
Yipe. Malcolmson. 10
YOUNG. Champion of the Cross 5. 72
Young Bill Fargo. Frazier. 112
Young Brave Algonquin. Carden. 91
Young Buffalo Bill. Gowdy. 94
Young Farmers in Denmark. Martin. 51
Young Hans Christian Andersen. Collin. 66
Young Man with a Sword. Oliver. 39
Young Traveler in Australia. Monypenny. 51
Young Traveler in Germany. Larsen. 10
Young Traveler in Italy. Raymond. 99
Young Traveler in Norway. Hogg. 24
Young Traveler in Scotland. Finlay. 45
Young Voyageur. Gringhuis. 24
YOUNGBERG. Miracle of the Song. 31
Youth, Youth, Youth. Tibbets. 102
ZIM. American Southwest. 75
SMonkeys. 16
SSeashores. 64
ZIMMERMAN. Baby Animals. 72
ZION. Summer Snowman. 104
Zippy's Birthday Party. Ecuyer. 92
ZOLOTOW. One Step, Two ... 16
